
At Sterling Elementary, we hold safety drills. We have 

monthly fire drills where we practice leaving the     

building quickly and safely. We hold an annual       

earthquake drill where we learn how to stay safe in the 

event of an earthquake.  

We also have Safety Closure and Evacuation drills (also 

known as ALICE drills—see pg. 2 for more information). 

Four times a year, we practice locking down our classrooms and our school and discuss 

what we would do if we were to have an unsafe situation in or around our school, like a 

school intruder. During the safety closure drills, our teachers discuss what students should 

do, and students brainstorm ways to handle potential situations. In addition, during at 

least one of these drills, we practice evacuating to our off campus evacuation site. This  

allows teachers and students understand where to go and how to get there safely.  

During our first ALICE drill, we discuss what an ALICE drill is and ensure that all students 

understand that our job is to keep them safe. We will make an announcement that we are 

having an ALICE drill. Teachers will lock down their classrooms, including closing and 

locking their hallway doors and closing their blinds. Teachers will then talk with students 

and answer several questions. The level of discussion on these questions will depend on 

the students’ age level. Some of the discussion questions include: 

• If we have to evacuate our building, where do we go? How do we get there? What 

do we do when we get there? 

• If we have to barricade in our room, what does that mean? What do we do? How do 

we act? 

• What does ALICE mean? If someone said on the intercom, ALICE in the library or    

intruder in the library, what would be the first thing we should do? (Answer to this 

one is stop and listen to the adult in the room) and then what?  

• What if there were announcements every couple of minutes with an intruder in       

another location of the school? What do we listen for? How do we react? 

 

In the event of an actual school intruder, our primary responsibility is to evacuate our 

building. Once we are at our off campus evacuation site, students are released according 

to our school’s protocols. Your cooperation and patience in an actual event will be      

critical to ensuring that all of our students are reunited efficiently with their families.  

 




